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Galleria Continua is delighted to present “Una cosa non esclude l’altra – One thing doesn’t exclude the 
other”, an exhibition which brings together two personal shows: those of Michelangelo Pistoletto and 
Pascale Marthine Tayou. It represents a creative dialogue, treading a path which weaves together dif-
ferences and oppositions, and explores the coexistence of humanity and otherness. Addressing Tayou, 
Pistoletto declares: “As one and one make three, I am happy to be doing this exhibition with you.” If we 
take as our point of departure Pistoletto’s main focus as an artist, the exploration of ‘creative duality’, 
this phrase captures the symbolic significance of the show: that of bringing into contact two seemin-
gly distant elements in order to give rise to a uniting third force. Tayou, whose art has a very global 
approach, mixing cultures and a variety of geographical stimuli, replies: “Thank you, I am happy with 
this exhibition, and since I am hugely impatient I will arrive early for the appointment so as not to miss
this unique occasion!”
Michelangelo Pistoletto and Pascale Marthine Tayou both create art which is open to dialogue and 
exchange. Their works are testament to a process of continual evolution and expansion, aimed at refre-
shing the point of contact between the artistic experience and the external world. A dialogue – in the 
case of Pistoletto’s multi-disciplinary practice – in which multiple voices take part, as his aesthetic is 
based on a form of relationship and participation which goes beyond the confines of the work. Tayou’s 
work on the other hand seeks to redefine postcolonial issues via the European experience, and to reflect 
on questions such as immigration, the role of the individual, and national and cultural identity.
The show opens with one of Pistoletto’s most emblematic works: “Grande sfera di giornali – Progetto 
per un museo” (Large sphere of newspapers - Project for a museum). The first sphere was created by 
the artist in 1966 and was rolled through the streets of Turin in December 1967, a performance known 
as “Scultura da passeggio” (Walking sculpture). The newspapers that Pistoletto used to make that first 
sphere carried reports of the troubles rocking Italy at the end of the Sixties. At the time Pistoletto made 
a model, which was then built for the first time at the 1976 Venice Biennale. On the occasion of the 
show in San Gimignano, Pistoletto creates a new sphere, more than three metres in diameter, covered 
with papers from all over the world and bearing witness to the current events of our time. Hanging on 
the walls in the same room are a series of LED writings by Pascale Marthine Tayou, sketching out the 
concept of the global village as the stage upon which the daily confluence of our lives takes place. In 
Tayou’s work, his interest in materials and their significance predominates. For this exhibition he uses 
rusted nails with different coloured heads as his contribution to a dialogue with Pistoletto’s “Rotazione 
dei corpi” (Rotation of bodies). The work comprises two transparent sheets upon which a portion of 
the universe is reproduced. By moving these two elements, the point around which all the stars of the 
universe rotate can be continually changed.


